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environmental issues at Parkmerced
Mchae Russom
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 2:57 PM
To: Fish, Monica

Monica--Last night at the San Francisco Tomorrow holiday meeting I met David Assmann and Ruth
Gravanis. In talking about the planned Parkerced demolition of 1,538 garden apartments to build forty new
bighrises, I was encouraged to send you information about this impending environmental disaster. With
SFT’s help we at the Parkmerced Action Coalition (PmAC) are fighting in the courts to stop this project.
We have the backing of the Sierra Club, the DCC, the Green Party, the Civil Grand Jury, all the tenants
organizations in San Francisco, in addition to SFT and others. The project is driven by Fortress Investment
Group hedge fund and Stellar Management, organizations that have ruined many developments in the past
and eliminated rent control, tripling rents in many cases. The CEO of Fortress, Daniel Mudd, was CEO of
Fannie Mae when he drove it into the ground and caused the biggest financial bailout of the whole debacle,
about $250 billion. Mudd also left the city of Vancouver with $750 million in debt when he backed out of
the Olympic Village deal there. He is now being prosecuted by the federal government for corruption in
essentially keeping two sets of books on mortgage backed securities, selling what they knew were worse than
junk as great investments. The reason Fortress bought Parkmerced (they own 75% and Stellar/Larry Gluck
Realty owns 25%) is that they found it to be the largest collection of rent controlled apartments west of the
Mississippi. We have proved in city hall hearings that their developer contract agreements to keep rent
control can easily be voided after the demolition by going to the courts under the Costa-Hawkins Act
(which allows no new construction to have rent control) and have their promises thrown out. This act is
state law and supersedes any contract they will sign and promises made to tenants. They have done this
regularly in their past developments and is the plan to maximize profit for hedge fund investors.
Where your commission comes in is the environmental impacts of this project. They plan to kill 1,200 trees,
get rid of 3/4 or six acres of open space (successfully integrated into density towers and low-rise garden
apartments), build forty new highrise buildings in earthquake territory on the San Andres Fault (current
towers are already damaged by Loma Prieta and making them safe is not part of the plan), add 8,500 new
cars (keeping a 1 to 1 ratio of cars to apartments that exists already despite their greenwashing of this
project), and create 20-30 (their estimate) years of toxic demolition and construction. The forty or so garden
courtyards built under the visionary Met Life postwar program were designed by the Godfather of modern
landscape architecture Charles Dolliver Church, the layout by the architect of the Plaza Hotel in New York;
Parkmerced is the only remaining historic Met Life neighborhood development which integrates open
space. Analysis presented in hearings showed that the carbon footprint will be vastly increased over the
coming decades. Traffic will crowd the already congested north-south corridor of 19th Avenue, Junipero
Serra, Sunset Boulevard and the Great Highway. Courtyards here are filled with more than fifty varieties of
birds, Townsend’s Warblers, finches, White-and Golden-Crowned Sparrows, Chestnut-Backed Chickadees,
Bushtits, mosquito-catching Black Phoebes, Anna’s Hummingbirds, Brown Creepers, Pygmy
Nuthatches,several varieties of woodpckers and many others. Plans call for the elimination of the courtyards
where children have been raised for more than half a century; there will be no front yard, back yard,
courtyard, balcony or patio in these new units. Where will the wildlife and children live? Families with 5,000
or more working class citizens of san Francisco are threatened with disastrous environmental
consequences. Fancy architectural illustrations for the project show nothing but concrete everywhere--no
grass or trees visible, and concrete is probably the biggest generator of carbon there is. Due to the
environmentally insensitive, developer-generated political climate in San Francisco, the kind of enlightened
planning shepherded for decades by environmentally responsible groups such as SFT and the Sierra Club is
no more. Opposition to this project lost 4-3 at the Planning Commission and 6-5 at the Board of
Supervisors. Why is the city supporting this? Because they want to solve their financial problems by tripling
the revenues from housing units here. Why do developers want to do this? Because they can use Costa-
Hawkins and the Ellis Act to eliminate rent control and maximize investor profits.
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Please join the many environmental groups that are working to stop the Parkmerced Expansion Plan before
it is too late. PmAC will need funds to continue our legal battle, but also the support of organizations such
as yours if we are to avoid the costly destruction of this wonderful San Francisco treasure. Whatever way
you can support us would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Michael Russom (Parkmerced garden apartment resident for 18 years and member of PmAC)
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